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1. (a) Let (o,) be a sequence ol real numbers satisfying

o'..5 (1 - A)o" + 8. P =0 1.2.

with ,4 > 0 and B ) 0. Prove that

t 1Bo,-<(l r A)" oo - l(l ,,4)'-tl o. , =0. 1.2.

(b) Let 9 € C'?[0, 1] be the solution ofthe m-dimensional system

a': f(o,s), 01a3I, a{0):v,

where. Ior r hc maximum norm

ll J(x,u)- f(x,u) ll . < rll & ull

withtr>0forall u,r, €R- and for all c € J0,11.

Show that, for any o and ,h,

ll s(x + h) - y(c) - h u'b\ Il < !n,
2 oPal, ll v"(") li



y"+t = A"+ hf(nh,y"), n:0,1,2,.. ,lf - 1

with Nh = 1.

Show that

ll s(1) -s"ll < 
", ll 

.oo-,X+[k" -1)o?.T, lv"(.) |

and comment briefly on the significance of this result.

(c) For given Ao,lel h,A2,. .,9,N be given by the explicit Euler

method

2. (a) Define the following terms.

i. Consistency,

ii. Zerestability,

iii. Convergence,

applied to the linear mulii-step method

k*

Lq o,n,= hDpj f"+j, (ar: 1),
j=0 j=0

used for solving initial-value problems of the form

a' = l@,0. c e [a,b], y(c) =a.

where / : [o, b] x lRm -+ lRn.

(b) Prove that a convergcnl, linpar multi-step mcthod is consislent

(Any result-used here should be stated.)

(c) Show that for all values of o, the method

.h
sn,2Taya+t- (l Fo) y, -i[- "t"., - U + 3a ] /" I r ]

is consistent. For which values of a is the method convergent?



3. (a) Defirre the order ol a lincar multi-stcp rncthod irL tclus of Lil

associated linear opcrator.

Show that the linear multi-step m€thod

!i^., ? !1".t.-!r. i1t,, , i"\

is of ordcr three.

(b) Show that :.r linear multi-stcp rnethod with characteristic

polynomials p and o is of order 2 if and only il

p(z) 1n(z)o(.2) - Cp+r(z - \)e+r + Cr12(z 1)o*' + ,

lz 1l < 1 rvith Crrl 10.

(c) A linear rrulti-step method wiih characteristic polynomial

P("):""-"

is of maximum order- Determinc thc method and the error'

constant and explain why the method is convergent.

4. (a) Defire the term "absolute stability" ( at a point q e C )

as applied to a numerical method for soiving initial-value problems

lor ordinary ditl"ranl ial equarions.

(b) State a necessary and suficient condition lor a linear multlstep

method, with characteristic polynomials p and d , to be

absolutely stable for given q € C, in terms of the roots of the

polynomial p(r) - t1 o(r\.

Show that, a convergent linear muli,i-step method catnot be

absoluiely stable f<-,r srnall real positive q.

(c) Consider the trvo-step meihod

4gn+2 
a

12
Un+t+-Yn=-



o(r) associated with this method ard

of the polynomial p(r) qo(r), thcn

Hcncc show that if q e 0,9 (wherc dS clenotcs the boundarv of tle

region of absoluiie siability), then

q(0) - (cosq,r)2 +i.

lor some I € [0,27r]. Find the

methorl

5. (a) An s-stage Runge-Kutta method

Wlile down p(r) and

show that if r is a root

Cl

C2 .l2,

ai a\2

a2t a22

wilh coeficielrts array

sin I (2 cos g)

, i = 1,2,... ,s,u:Lo,,,

is uscd to solve initial-vaiue problems of thc lorm

Y'- f(v), u(a): /, / :lR- + lR-.

Write down the formulae that define ?n+1 , approximation

y(x',+h) , given an approximation 9, to 9(a").

Dpfina rh" orrlcr olu Rungp.Ku a method.

Prove that all explicit s-stage Runge_Kutta methods of order .e

have identical regions ol absolute stability. Determilre the iulervad

of absolute stability when s = 2.

@sl Os2 dss
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(c) Prove that the three-stage Rungo-Kutta method coeffcients

i1

n1122
is of order 2 ard that the interval of absolute stability is l-a, 0].

IThe order conditions may be assumed bui should bc stated ].

(a) The coeficients of an s-stage Runge-Kutta method are given by

the array

bT
, c=Ae, e=|i,1,...,1r, br: [b1,0r,...,6"].

(")

Let B : diag(Dr, bz, ,D,). Define the terms "B-stability" and

"algebraic stability" as applied to the Runge-Kutia method.

Prove that, if a Runge-Kutta method is algebraically stable, then

it is B-stable.

Is the two-stage Rungc-Kutta method given by the array

111 1

11
,,

algebraically stable? Justify your answers.


